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THE EFFECT OF SWITCHBOARD TR'*-^^SFOR^TERS^ ON THE ACCURACY
OF METERS ^
The switchboard transformer is one of the most indespens ible
of meter auxiliaries. There are two distinct classes of switch-
board transform.ers--t he potential transformer and the current
transformer. Only the current transformer will be discussed in
this thesis.
The use of current transformers in connection ith alter-
nating current ammeters and wattmeters is absolutely necessary
when the current to be measured is greater than the capacity of
the instrument and conditions prevent the use of a shunt. In the
measurement of alternating- current and power in modern practice
this condition is often met with and so the switchboard transformer
has come into general use. By means of transformers of different
ratios the same set of meters may be used in circuits of widely
varying currents and power. The accuracy or measurements made
through transformers has often been questioned, and all of the
large electrical manufacturing companies have advised the use of
instruments which have been calibrated in conjunction with the
transformers with which they are to be used. The object of this
thesis is to determine the extent to v/hich these current transformers
affect the accuracy of ammeters and wattmeters.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The current, or series transformer, like all other transformers
consists of an iron magnetic circuit interlinked with two electric
circuits. The primary is connected in series with the line the
power and current of which is to be measured, and the secondary is
connected to the instrument terminals by means of low resistance
leads. With these connections it is obvious that the meter readings
will vary with the line current. Theoretically, any variations in
the secondary current from the value expected from the ratio of
the transformers, would be equally noticable in the ammeter and
wattmeter indications, and hence v/ould not alter the power factor.
This does not always hold, as will be shown from some of the re-
sults obtained in this thesis.
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS AND I'.fETHOD EMPLOYED.
Page No. 11, Diagram No.l, sho "s the arrangement and connection
of apparatus by which a series of tests was made,. In this sketch
"R" and "S" represent the v;indings of a 1 t o 1 series transformer;
also, "T" and "V" represent the windings of another 1 to 1 series
j
transformer; both being of the same capacity, design, and make-up
throughout. The a>'rangement of the wiring and switches is such
as to allow readings of current and watts to be taken in any one of
J
three circuits which are as follows
With switches "M", "N", and "^l" closed and switches "0", "E",
and "S" open, the secondaries "R" and "T" are short-circuited and
the ammeter and wattmeter indicate the current and power in the line
which is called circuit No.l.

With switches ''l", "S'', and "N" open and "O", "M", and
closed, the ammeter and wattmeter are thrown out of the line and
into circuit TTo.2, which comprises transformer coils "S" and "T"
and the leads connecting them to the instruments. Under these con-
ditions, the ammeter will indicate the current in circuit No. 2,
while the wattmeter will indicate the power obtained by combining
the current in circuit No, 2 and the primary pressure.
With switches "l", "2", and "M" open and "N", "0", and "S"
closed, the ammeter will indicate the current in circuit No. 3,
which contains the transformer coil "R", and the wattmeter will
show the power obtained by combining the current in this circuit
and the primary pressure.
As the pressure coil of the wattmeter is connected permanent-
ly across the line, the vector position of the pressure is constant
and any variations in readings of the wattmeter in circuits No.
2
and No. 3 from those in the line will be due either to changes in
the value of the current in these circuits or their phase relation
with the primary pressure. Theoretically, the current in circuit
No,2 should be 180 degrees behind the current in the line, and, if
the transformation is correct, the readings of the wattmeter in cir-
cuits No.l and No, 2 should be the same. As the current in circuit
No. 3 should be 180 degrees behind the current in circuit No.2, it
should be in phase with the line current, and, if the double trans-
formation is accurate, the wattmeter readings in the line and cir-
cuit No. 3 should be the same.
As the same instruments were used in all circuits, the chance
of error was reduced to the accuracy with which the instruments
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could be read, and the fact that the power factor in the line might
be slightly raised when the ammeter and wattmeter were switched out
of the line circuit and into circuit No. 2 or No. 3. This would make
the power obtained in circuits No. 2 and No, 3 appear to be more
nearly equal to the power on the line than they really were. A.s the
transformation between circuits No.l and No, 3 is double, any varia-
tions found between the power factor and currents in these circuits
would be twice as great as would be found in ordinary practice,
DISCUSSION OP RESULTS 0BTA.IIT3D BY FIRST METHOD.
For the data recorded on page 12 the load consisted of conden-
sers and a lamp bank in series, this producing a leading current.
The frequency was varied from IIS to 37 cycles, the pressure being
kept constant at 110 volts. The result of this combination was a
power factor that varied from 70 percent to almost 100 percent. The
curves on page 13 show the variation of the power factor in each
circuit with the frequency. The curves show plainly that there is
a variation in the power factor in the three circuits which is
greater at low frequencies, and varies inversely with that factor.
This is shown more plainly by the curves on page 14 where the vari-
ations in power, watts, and current are expressed as a percent of
the primary values, the latter being assumed to be correct. These
results indicate that transformers and meters which have been cali-
brated together f or a certain frequency, would not read accurately
over a very wide range of frequency. In these curves on page 14 the
values obtained in circuit No. 2 are omitted, only those for circuit

No.l and No. 3 being used. These curves show the watts, current,
and power factor in circuit No. 3 to be always less than the line
values, the percent error in the watts varying from 14^ to 5'^,
and the current and power factor from 7"^ to
The effect of a voltage variation from 70 to 140 volts is
shown by the curves on page l**^ . The load in this case was a lamp
bank and condensers in series, which gave a leading current and
a power factor that varied from 47^*^ to 52^. The connections were
the same as before and the frequency was kept constant at 60 cycles.
The third circuit values are c Onpared here with the line readings,
the latter being assumed correct as before. The error is expressed
in percent of the line values, and varies from 10"^ to "bfo in the
watts, from of^ to Vfo in the power factor, and from 4.5^ to in the
current, the line values being greater in every case. The error
seems to vary inversely with the voltage, and is least at about
125 volts. This is a v/ide range of voltage and would not be likely
to occur in practice, but it serves to show how the accuracy of the
transformer varies with the voltage on the line.
The current in this case ranged from 3 to 1 ampere, the former
being about SO'f of the rat^d capacity of the transformers. The
ratio of transformation seems to change with the current as indi-
cated by the decrease of the percent error in the current as the
transformer became more nearly loaded. 7/hether this is due to the
change in voltage or the increase of current is not known.
On page 20 is recorded some data in which the current varies
from 0.8 to B.O amperes, the voltage and frequency being constant.
The load on the transformer in this case varied from 20< to more

than 150;^, and the secondary current exceeded the primary values at
all times after the load reached 3 amperes. The connections in
this case were the same as at first, and only third circuit values
are compared 'vith the primary readings. The difference between the
watts, current, and power factor in the two circuits is expressed
as a percent of the line values as before. These results are shown
by the curves on page 17 , the percent error being plotted as
ordinates and the line cu^^rent as abscissas. The power factor in
this test ranged from 82'f to lOO'f, and some values exceeded 100,^,
which is attributed to inaccuracy of the instruments. As only com-
parative values are desired here, this would not effect the results
i
obtained. The curves show the variation of the error to be more
[
i
uniform in the case of the current, which varies in the third cir-
cuit from about 98^ to 103^^ of the line current when the latter
varies from 1 to 8 amperes.
By this first methoc: all possible conditions effecting a cir-
cuit have been varied far beyond normal conditions in practice in
order to ascertain what would really happen in the action of the
series transformer. Prom the results obtained it would appear that
the ratio of t ransf ormet ion varies with the current, frequency,
voltage, and power factor on the line. A. given set of instruments
might be calibrated in conjunction with a certain transformer in
such a way as t o eliminate one of the four factors just mentioned,
which effect the accuracy of meters using series transformers. Of
these four factors, the voltage and frequency would remain practi-
cally constant unless the combination was changed to some other
circuit. The power factor and current, however, do not remain
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constant. Variations in the ratio of transformation with the line
current, as shown by curves on page 15 indicate that the wattaieter
would have to be calibrated with the transformer with vhich it was
to be operated. The phase relation of the current was found to
vary in the third circuit from that on the line with variations of
the line current. This shows that it is always necessary to cali-
brate the wattmeter in connection with the transformer with which
it is to be connected.
SECOND METHOD
Referring to the diagram on page -^^ it will be seen that the
connections in this cas-^ do not vary materially from those in the
first case. Two sets of instruments were used, one set in the
line and the other in the third circuit, the second circuit being
closed throughout the tests. The pressure coils of the two watt-
meters were connected permanently across the line at a common point.
The transformers used were the same as in the first case, and the
two sets of instruments used were similar and of equal capacities.
The instruments were interchanged after each set of readings had
been taken, and data was taken over approximately the same range.
In order to reduce these readings to some common instrument, the
ammeters and wattmeters were placed in series with a third ammeter,
and a third wattmeter and the six instruments were calibrated to-
gether. The third instruments^ were assumed to be standard and
calibration curves drawn using standard meter readings as abscissas
and the indications of tbe other two instruments as ordinates.
-7-

These curves appear on pages 19, 20, 21, and 22. Four wattmeters
were used and two ammeters. The ammeters were exactly alike and
j
were equipped with two scales-=-0 to 3 and to IC, All readings
taken with these six instruments were reduced to a common instru-
ment by means of the calibration curves referred to. The data
taken with the instruments interchanged was averaged wherever pos-
sible ,
DISCUSSION OF DATA OBTAINED BY SECOND METHOD
\
On page 23 is shown some data obtained by this second method.
The watts and current in the line are indicated by W, and 1, and those
in the third circuit by and la. The load in this test was induc-
tive, consisting of a resistance and inductance in series which
produced a power factor of about 43*^. The frequency was constant
at 60 cycles and the voltage varied from 40 to 140 volts. Only
third circuit and line readings were:; considered, their difference
being expressed as a percent of the line values, the latter being
assumed to be correct, as in the first method. On page are
curves plotted between percent error in the watts, current and
power factor and the voltage, the latter being taken as abscissas.
These curves are rather irregular, but show that increase of voltage
has a tendency to increase the error. As the current in this case
is small, these variations cannot be charged to the current. Exactly
opposite results were obtained from those in the first method as in
that case the instruments seemed to read most accurately at about
125 volts, while here the greatest error occurs at about 130 volts.
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The variations in secondary current agree with the results obtained
by the first method, the line current being always greater than the
secondary cu^-rent throughout this test, in which the current did not
exceed 60^ of the capacity of the transformers. The power factor
and watts were also greater in the line than the secondary circuit
in all but a few readings. This agrees with the results obtained
by the first method.
The data shown on page 23 was taken wit_^h a lamp bank and small
inductance in series. The voltage was constant (120 volts) and the
frequency 60 cycles. Load was applied by means of lamps, the cur-
rent varying from 0.9 to 2.0 amperes and the power factor from
89/^ to Z5^, The difference in watts, current, and power factor in
the two circuits is expressed in percent of line values, as befO'*e,
and plotted as ordinates with lii^e current as abscissas. These
curves appear on page 25 and show the percent error to decrease
as the line current increases, which agrees with the results ob-
tained by the first method. The line values of watts, current,
and power factor were greater than the secondary readings in every
case
.
I
A. series of readings were taken with frequency varying from
35 to 90 cycles, the load being a lamp bank in series with an in-
ductive coil. The voltage was kept constant. The current was high,
and, as would be expected from the results obtained by the first
imethod, the secondary current was greater than the line current in
i
lalmost every instance. The power factor varied from SOf to 100,*^.
1
The curves on page 26 are plotted between percent error in current,
watts, and frequency, the latter being used as abscissas.
-9-
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CONCLUSION.
Thft irregular results obtained by the second method seem to
indicate that the first one is less liable to error. Considering
results obtained by both methods, hov/ever, it has been found that a
variation of voltage which would be found in practice would not
effect the accuracy of transformation of current through a series
transformer to ancticable extent. With variations of line current,
other factors remaining constant, it is found that the ratio of
transformation changes greatly. For values of current from 20*^ to
60^ of the capacity of the transformer, the current in the line
seems to exceed that in the secondary, while for line currents
beyond this point, the secondary current is greater than the line
current in every case. This difficulty may be overcome, as men-
tioned before, by a calibration of the instrument in conjunction
with the transformer with which it is to be used. The error in the
ratio of transformation, however, is not the only one proouced by
a variation of line current. The phase relation of the current in
the line to that in the second circuit changes
, and wattmeters us-
ing transformed currents are in error due to the action of the
transformer. This error may be eliminated, as in the case of the
ammeter, by calibration. Variations in frequency, however, also
effect the ratio of t ransf ormat ion,and any change of frequency
would upset the results obtained by calibration. The same is also
true of the power fact or, and meters calibrated with transformers for
a certain frequency and pover factor should not be used in a circuit
in which these factors are different without being re-calibrated.
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